
FEATURES 
• Improves stability and reduces shake in video shots

• Provides full motion using a gimbal-design ball joint

• Adjusts the camera balance using a three-piece counterbalance weight set

PT-DCSM

CAMERA STABILIZER MOUNT

QUICK SETUP GUIDE

PACKAGE CONTENTS
• Handheld camera stabilizer mount that will hold a camera or camcorder 

weighing up to 2.2 lbs (1.0 kg)

• Three-piece counterbalance weight set

•  Quick Setup Guide

# ITEM

1 Mounting plate

2 1/4-inch mounting 

screw

3 Level

4 Foam-padded handle

5 Sliding bracket knob

6 Sliding bracket

7 Weight set

8 Weight locking knob

DESCRIPTION

Mount your camera or camcorder on this plate.

Tighten your camera or camcorder onto this screw to 

secure it to the mounting plate. Slide the camera or 

camcorder along the mounting plate slot until it 

balances in a level position.

The mounting plate is level when the bubble is in the 

center of the level.

Provides a firm grip for your stabilizer mount.

Tighten this knob to keep the sliding bracket from 

moving. Loosen this knob to let the bracket slide up 

or down or side to side to provide balance when you 

tilt your stabilizer mount.

After you install the weights and your camera or 

camcorder, loosen the bracket knob and adjust the 

bracket length or angle to balance you stabilizer 

mount.

Add or remove weights to help level your stabilizer 

mount.

Unscrew this knob to add or remove weights. Tighten 

this knob to secure the weights to your stabilizer 

mount.

Before using your new product, please read these instructions to prevent any damage.



USING YOUR CAMERA STABILIZER 
MOUNT
1 Unscrew the weight locking knob, then slide one or more of the counterbalance 

weights onto the sliding bracket. Tighten the knob.

2 Align the bottom of your camera or camcorder with the 1/4-inch mounting 

screw on the mounting plate, then secure your camera or camcorder to the 

plate with the screw. Slide your camera or camcorder along the mounting plate 

slot until it balances in a level position. Your stabilizer mount is level when the 

leveling bubble is in the center of the level. The screw should be tight.

3 Use the foam-padded handle to lift your stabilizer mount. If necessary, adjust 

the balance by removing one or more of the weights or by loosening the sliding 

bracket knob and adjusting the angle of the sliding bracket. You can tighten the 

sliding bracket knob to secure the bracket in place or leave the knob loose to let 

the bracket slide up or down or from side to side to help maintain the balance as 

you tilt your stabilizer mount.

 Your camera is ready to shoot smooth, shake-free video.
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SPECIFICATIONS

ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

CONTACT PLATINUM
For customer service, call 1-800-499-3964. 
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Made in China

Optimized camera or camcorder weight

Dimension (H × W × D)

Total weight

Small weight

Large weight

2.5 lbs. (1.1 kg)

14.8 × 1.2 × 9.3 in. 

(37.5 × 3 × 23.5 cm)

2.3 lbs. (1.1 kg)

0.4 lbs. (0.2 kg) each

0.6 lbs. (0.3 kg)


